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THE GROWTH OR CGLLAPSE OF A SPHERICAL BUBBLE 
IN  A VISCOUS GGMPRESSIBLE LIC:UID 
ABSTXRCT 
With the help of a hypothesis f i r s t  proposed by Mirkwood and 
Betbe, the partial differential equations for the flow of a compressi- 
ble liquid surrounding a spherical bubble a r e  reduced to a single 
total differential equation for the bubble -wall velocity. The Kirkwood- 
Bethe hypothesis represents an extrapolation of acoustic theory and 
would be expected to be most accurate when all liquid velocities a r e  
small compared to the velocity of sound in the Ziquid. However, the 
present theory i s  found to agree quite well with the only available 
numerical s ohtion of the partial differential equations which extends 
up to a bubble-wall velocity of 2 .2  times the sonic velocity. 
In the particular case of a bubble with constant (or zero) internal 
pre s sure, an analytic solution i s  obtained for the bubble -wall velocity 
which is valid over the entire velocity range for  which the Mirkwood- 
Bethe hypothesis holds. In the more general situation, when the 
internal pressure is not constant, simple solutions a r e  obtained only 
when the bubble -wall velocity i s  considerably l ess  than sonic velocity. 
These approximate integr'al solutions a re  obtained by neglecting 
various powers of the ratio of wall velocity to sonic velocity. The 
yero- order approximation coincides with the equations for  a bubble 
in an incompressible liquid derived by Rayleigh; the f i r  st-order approx- 
imation agrees with the solution obtained by Herring using a different 
method. The second-order approximation is presented here for the 
f i rs t  time. 
The complete effects of surface tension, and the principal effects 
of viscosity, a s  long a s  the density variation in the liquid i s  not great, 
can be included in the analysis by suitably modifying the boundary condi- 
tions a t  the bubble wall. These effects a re  equivalent t o  a change in  the 
internal bubble pressure,  With this change, the same equations for  the 
bubble*wall velocity a r e  applicable to a viscous liquid with surface 
tension. Conditions under which the effects of surface tension and 
viscosity can be neglected a r e  also determined. 
F i r s t  and second-order approximations to the velocity and pres -  
sure fields throughout the liquid a r e  derived. F rom these expressions, 
the acoustic energy radiated is calculated. 
INTKGDUCTICN 
In connection with studies on cavitation and cavitation damage 
it is desirable to  have mathematical expressions for the pressure and 
velocity fields in the neighborhood of a growing or collapsing gas or 
vapor -filled bubble in a liquid. Rayleigh 2* in 1917 solved the prob- 
Zen for a spherical bubble in an i n c ~ ~ p r e s s i b l e  nonviscous liquid. In 
many practical bubble -c ollapse situations, however, it appears that 
local velocities reach an appreciable fraction of the velocity of sound 
in  the liquid, and the compressibility of the liquid cannot safely be 
neglected.  erri in^^' in 1941 derived a better approximation, accu- 
rate to the f i r s t  power of the ratio of liquid velocity to sonic velocity. 
His analysis, however, gives expressions for velocities and pressures  
5 
only at the bubble wall and not throughout the liquid. Trilling has 
recently obtained Herring's result by a somewhat simpler method, a.nd 
he has also derived complicated integrals for  obtaining the camplete 
velociw and pressure fields with f irst-order accuracy. In the present 
paper, the analysis is generalized to include higher order compre ss i -  
bility terms,  and also the effects of viscosity and surface tension. 
Moreover, it i s  found possible to simplify the resulting expressions 
to forms which permit convenient numerical calculation. 
IS. BASIC FLOW RELATIONS 
If a spherical bubble grows or collapses in an infinite volume 
of liquid, and gravity and other asymmetric perturbing effects a r e  
neglected, the liquid flow will be spherically symmetric and hence 
- 
irrotational. In any irrotational flow, the vector velocity, u, can be 
written in  t e rms  of a velocity potential, $: 
6 
while the equation for conservation of momentum becomes 
* 
See bibliography at  end of this report. 
where p Is the pressure, I 9 the density and p. ?.he viscosity af the: 
liquid* In $24. ( 2 )  it $ 5  F? ssuruec! that ,  tlLs f l a w  i s  hrz.rstatio:;al axrd that 
p i s  cc~nabai.:f: througilcvt space (bu t  ;n3y Y B I Y  wit;;~ tirnzj.  
The last. tern-1 in 2iq. ( 2 )  be transformed E y  the use sf the 
cor,servation of mass e yuaticrn: 
where D / D ~  is the "particle de~iva t ive"  following the motion sf  the 
fluid. It is evident f r a m  Eq. (3 )  that the v i s c o ~ ~ s  term in Eq, ( 2 )  
vai~ishes if either the .t.iscosit;- a: the ct:impsessibiX.t'>- of the liquid 
vanishes. In the present v ~ ~ ~ - k ,  interest  i s  centered on e i tua t i o~s  where 
the effect of viscosity i s  srnail,and of co:np:lessibility rr-io2erzteI.y small. 
It i s  reasonable, therefore, to neglect a tern1 which represents the 
* 
interaction between the two sn- all effects . Use of this zpproxirnatian 
does not imply that all viscous effects are nttgjected; viscsrrs dissi- 
pation occurs even jn the incompressible situ~tio,-a, hut the viscsus 
t e r m s  appear only in the boundary ccq~iitj,;u, 3s will, be shoxvrr below. 
W i t h  th i s  si~r:pli:'lcation, ELI. (2) can be inicgrakcd to give 
provided that two assumptions a r e  made. The first assumption i s  
that the pressure  pa, an infinite distance from the bubble$ is can- 
stant and the velocity and velocity potential vanish at ir,fir,il;y, so that 
no constant of integration need appear in Eq. (4). It i s  apparent that 
any deviation from these conditions at infinity would either violate 
the condition of spherical syrnrrletry or ,  i f  symmetric, propzgate in -  
ward and attain an infinite a.mplitude at any finite distance from the 
bubble, due to spherical convergence. The second assumpition i s  that 
the liquid density, p, c a n  be expressed as  a fullction of the pressure  
only. For isentropic flow, with no heat flow or viscous dissipation, 
this condition is exzctly satisfied. Even if mcderately strong thermal 
* In mcst  rea l  liquids, the variation of viscosity with pressure  
is relatively greater  than the variation of density with pressure ,  and 
the term neglected here can be shown t o  be snlaller than other terms 
due to variable viscosity which have already been omitted in Eq. ( 2 ) .  
and viscous processes a re  present, their effect on the density is 
usually negligible for  liquids because the coefficient of thermal ex- 
pansion for liquids is small. 
It i s  convenient to denote the pressure integral by the symbol h: 
Thermodynamically, the quantity h is the enthalpy difference between 
the liquid at pressure p and a t  pressure p 
00' 
Under the proper initial and boundary conditions, which will be 
discussed later ,  the flow field in the liquid will consist entirely of 
"outgoing" velocity and pressure waves. If all  velocities were small  
compared to sonic velocity, and the sonic velocity did not vary signi- 
ficantly from its  constant value, c at infinity, the well known ex- 
00' 
pressisn for diverging spherical sound waves would be applicable: 
where r i s  the distance from the center of the bubble and f i s  an un- 
specified function of the argument (t - r/cm). Equation (4) could 
then ,be written 
pk 
Equations (6) and (7) show that in the quasi-acoustic approximation 
2 both the quantities r $ and r (h + u / 2 )  a r e  propagated outward with 
a propagation velocity c As a more accurate approximation when 
00. 
liquid velocities attain appreciable fractions of the sonic velocity, it 
3 
is plausible to assume either that r @ or that r (h f uU/2) i s  propa- 
gated outward with a variable velocity (c + u), where c i s  the local 
t 
The adjective "quasi-acoustic" i s  used here because in con- 
ventional acoustics the further approximation that u2/2 i s  negligible 
compared to h i s  made, and thus r h is found to propagate with 
velocity c,. 
sonic velocity. The alternative assumptions, however, a re  only 
approximately equivalent. Kirkwood and Be the, in their theory of 
underwater explosions7, make the second of these assumptions, i. e. , 
2 they assume that r (h + u / 2 )  i s  propagated with a velocity (c f u). 
If this assumption i s  also used in the present analysis, then 
Equation (8) i s  more conveniently written in terms of the particle 
derivative, D / D ~  = a / a t  f u a,/ar: 
which can be expanded to  give 
In the spherically symmetric situation, the momentum relation, 
Eq. ( 2 ) ,  becomes 
where the visc osity-compre ssibility interaction t e rm is again neg- 
lected; while the continuity relation, Eq. (3).  can be written 
2 
since s = dp/d and dp/p = dh. If derivatives with respect to t 
a r e  eliminated from Eq. (1 0) by means of E q s .  (1 1) and (1 2).  one 
obtains the relation 
This relation between the velocity and enthalpy fields throughout the 
liquid (or between the velocity and pressure fields, since enthalpy is 
a function of pressure) must hold at any instant, if the assumptions of 
the theory a r e  valid. In particular, the initial conditions specified for 
a given spherical flow situation must satisfy Eq, (1 3). If initial veloc- 
ity and pressure fields a r e  specified which do not satisfy Eq. (1 3), the 
resulting flow will include converging a s  well a s  diverging spherical 
waves, and the present theory will not be applicable. 1t may be noted 
that the simple initial condition that the liquid i s  undisturbed, 
p = pm, h = 0, u = 0, satisfies Eq. (13). 
Equation (1 3) can be rearranged to give, after division by 
r c(l - u/c). 
In situations where the effective wavelength of the motion is much less 
than the radial co-ordinate of the region of interest, then 
lu/rf << l a ~ / a r l ,  Ih/rl << )8h/8r( and Eq. (14) becomes approximate- 
1~ 
except in the neighborhood of u = t c ,  where the factors in parentheses 
become large. For  such short wavelengths, the relation between velocity 
and pressure in the wave should be practically the same as for a plane 
wave. In progressive plane waves of finite amplitude (arbitrarily large 
2 
velocities and pressures),  Riemann's method shows that 
Differentiation of Eq. (1 6) gives Eq. (1 5). It follows that the 
Kirkwood-Bethe hypothesis i s  accurate in the limit of small wavelengths 
and arbitrary velccities (except when u --, tc), as well a s  f a r  the small  
velocities and arbitrary wavelengths for  which it was derived. 
A particle-derivative relation for spherical flow i s  obtained by 
using Eqs. (1 I )  and (1 2) to eliminate derivatives with respect: to r 
from Eq. (10): 
If, instead of Eq. (8), the quasi-acoustic approximation that 
2 
r (h + u /2) i s  propagated with velocity c m  were made and a similar  
mathematical analysis were carr ied  out, as has been done in slightly 
different fashion by  rilli in^^. the resulting differential equation would 
be 
On multiplying Eq. (1 7) by (1 / c )  and Eq. (1 8) by (1 + u/cm)/c,, they 
a re  seen to agree up to f irst-order t e rms  in u/c (since c s s c  .to.zieso 
* co 
order),' but not to second-order terms . Since Eq. (17) is presumably 
more accurate than Eq. (1 8), i t  is reasonable to  suppose that Eq. (1 7) 
is accurate at leas t  to t e rms  in (u/clL,  although this supposition has 
not been proved. The basic assumption, that r (h + u2/2) is propa- 
gated with a velocity c t u, i s  only partially justified by the short- 
wavelength argument (above) and by a related argument of Kirkwood 
7 
and Bethe for underwater explosions. The only presently known , 
method of determining the accuracy of this hypothesis is to solve a 
nuinber of flow problems more exactly, by numerical methods, and 
* 2 In conventional acoustics, u / 2  is neglected compared to h. 
If this approximation were made in the present situation, the result 
would contain erroneous f irst-order t e rms  in u/c. 
compare the answers with the above expressions. In a later section 
i t  will be shown that relations derived f rom Eq. (1 7) agree quite well 
with the only available numerical solution, which covers a velocity 
range extending up to u/c = 2, 2. This agreement indicates that, a t  
least  in certain cases,  tbe e r r o r  introduced by the Kirkwood-Bethe 
2 hypothesis i s  not only l ess  than (u/c) , but also small even when 
u/c i s  so  large that the expansion of equations in powers of u/c be - 
comes a dubious procedure. 
ILL. THE BUBBLE - WALL IdiQTION 
A, Equations Without the Subsonic Approxiwiation . - _  
Since the growing or collapsing bubble wall is a "particle path!', 
the particle-derivative relations derived in the previous section can be 
used to determine the variation of bubble radius with time, Let the 
capital let ters  R, U, C, H denote the values which the previously* 
defined parameters (r , u, etc. ) assume in the liquid a t  the bubble wall, 
and designate time derivatives by dots. The11 Eq. (1 7) applied a t  the 
bubble wall becomes, when divided by C, 
Equation (19) can also be written in t e rms  of R and U, with the help 
of the relation U dt = dR: 
In order to solve Eq. (19) or  ( 2 0 ) ,  it i s  necessary to  know H 
and C as functions of t or R. In a typical physical situation, the 
bubble-wall pressure, P, i s  specified as a function of t or R. It  is 
then necessary to use an equation of state relating H and C to P. 
For  most liquids, it i s  found experimentally that the pressure -density 
curve for isentropic ("adiabatic") compression can be fitted closely 
by the formula 
where R and n are constants which depend upon the particular liquid 
under consideration (for water, E3 z-s 3000 atm and n ss 7). From Eq. 
( 2 i )  i t  i s  readily found that 
and hence 
H can be evaluated. with the help of Eqs, (5) and (21): 
If the liquid has an appreciable viscosity, a, or  surface ten- 
sion, , the pressure P in the liquid a t  the bubble wall does not 
equal the pressure Pi exerted on the bubble wall by any interior gas 
or vapor, but the two pressures a r e  related by the equation 
The partial derivative in Eq. (25) may be evaluated by Eq. (1 2), 
giving 
The las t  term on the right-hand side of Eq. (24) is small if either the 
viscosity a r  compressibility of the liquid is small, and it can be shown 
to be of the same order of magnitude as the viscous term neglected in  
Eq, (2). Omitting this t e rm for consistency, one obtains 
When Pi is a specified function of t o r  R, Eq. (27) gives P as 
a function of U or  R, and Eqs. (23) and (24) yield expressions for C 
and H which may then be substituted into the basic differential equa- 
tion, (19) or (20). Thus, these relations can be combined into a single 
ordinary differential equation for the bubble wall motion, although the 
combined equation i s  rather lengthy and will not be reproduced here. 
This differential equation i s  nonlinear, and can be solved analytically 
only in special cases. For other situations, numerical methods must 
be used, The numerical solution of this ordinary differential equation, 
however, i s  very much simpler than the numerical solution of the 
standard partial differential equations for compressible flow. 
Probably the simplest initial condition for a bubble growth or 
collapse problem i s  the condition of uniform pressure and zero velocity 
throughout the liquid up to t = 0, when the intercal pressure in the 
bubble i s  suddenly changed to a new constant value. During the in- 
stant from t = 0 to t = 0+, the parameters P, H and C change dis-  
c:ontinuously, and it will be shown that this produces a finite velocity 
jump in an infinitesimal time, Referring back to the general differen- 
tial Eq. (20), one notes that the terms containing d u / d ~  and d ~ / d ~  
a r e  infinitely greater than the other terms,  so that the equation can 
be simplified to 
Cancellation of common factors and integration yields 
The exact part  cf Eq. (29) agrees with that obtained by Riemann's 
2 
method for finite -amplitude plane waves . The approximate expressions 
2 
a re  accurate when /HI << C , 
If, during the res t  of the motion, the interior pressure Pi is con- 
stant (or zero) and viscous and surface-tension effects a r e  small enough 
to be negligible, the bubble-wall equation can be solved analytically. In 
this situation Eqs, (27), (23) and (24) show that P, C and W a re  constant, 
and d ~ / d ~  = 0. The variables in Eq. (20) can then be separated to give, 
on integration: 
where R i s  the initial radius and Uo+ i s  given by Eq. (29). For  given 
0 
values of C and H, the integral in Eq, (30) may be evaluated numerically 
or graphically. Alternatively, a root of the cubic in the denominator may 
be obtained numerically, and the integrand separated into partial fractions 
which can be integrated analytically. 
For the ease of a bubble collapsing under a constant pressure 
- 
difference, Pi - pm < 0, H < 0 and U < 0. Under these conditions, 
neither the numerator nor the denominator of the integrand changes sign 
or vanishes in the range of integration, It follows that the magnitude of 
the bubble-wall velocity increases monotonically a s  the radius decreases, 
and becomes infinite a t  the point of collapse (R  -+ O), assuming that the 
Kirkwood.-Bethe hypothesis still holds. &lore specifically, for small R 
and large I u I ,  the integral in E . (30) behaves like - 2Ju2d~ /u3 ) ,  
- i 32 
and hence I U I  behaves like R . 
2 In most bubble-collapse situations of interest,  (HI < < C  (for water, 
this inequality corresponds to (pi - Pq/ < < 20,000 atm). In these 
situations, Eq. (30) can be approximated by 
a log, - i - 
Ro 
which can then be separated into partial fractions and integrated: 
U 
4 2/HI 
a i[41 log ( 3 ~  U) + log (u2 i l i ~ i / l )  - -; t a n - l k ~ j  
3 3 3C 21~1 
( 
where ( H I  is written for -H, since H i s  negative. The relative e r r o r  
introduced by this approximation can be shown to less  than 0.55 4 s  
for all ranges af U/C, a s  long a s  U is negative, It m a y  be noted that, 
to a similar approximation, 
Except during the very f i rs t  part  of collapse (Xo - R << Ro), the arctan- 
gent term in Eq, (32) can be neglected compared to the other terms,  and 
Uo+can be neglected compared to U, so that Eqs. (32) and (33) can be 
combined to give the simple result 
Neglect of the U / ~ C  t e rm in Eq. (34) would yield the well known solution 
for a bubble collapsing in an incompressible liquid. It is seen from 
Eq. (34) that as R-+ 0, the incompressible theary gives U -R -3/2 ? 
while the present theory gives U .-- R -1/2 . 
Figure 1 shows the theoretical variation of velocity with radius, for  
a bubble in water, collapsing under a constant pressure difference of 
Pm - Pi = 0,517 am. The solid line gives values computed f rom 
Eq, (34) ,  while the dash-dot and the dashed curves represent the in- 
compressible -flow solution and Herring's f i r  st-order compressible 
solution (see Section B below), As  expected, the three curves 
approach each other a t  the low-velpcity end, but diverge a s  U/C 
becomes large, Several points a r e  also plotted which represent the 
results of Schneider 's numerical integration of the partial differen- 
tial equations for compressible flow. Unfortunately, Schneide r used 
as  initial conditions for his numerical work the incornpressible 
solution a t  R/R, = 0.08, which gives a velocity significantly too high. 
The agreement of Schneider 's calculations with the present theory is 
well within the limits of e r r o r  of his ca~culations. It should be men- 
tioned that all of these curves neglect viscosity and surface tension. 
A set  of velocity curves fo r  bubbles collapsing in water, calcu- 
lated from Eq. (34) with various values of the pressure  difference, 
are presented in Fig,  2 ,  
For  purposes of comparison with the present theory, numerical 
calculations sirll_ilar to Schneider 's, but carr ied  out with greater 
accuracy and extending to higher velocities, have been begun a t  the 
C, I- T, Hydrodynamics Laboratory, Such calculations a r e  extreme - 
ly laborious, and results will not be available for some time. 
In the case of a bubble expanding under a constant positive 
pressure,  with W 3 0, &l 3 0, the analytic solution given by Eq. (32) 
or (34)  is usually a poor approximation, because the denominator of 
the integrand in Eq. (30) has one or more zeros in the positive veloc- 
2 ity range. When 0 < H < C 1 2 ,  the integrand has a non-integrable 
singularity at a certain value of U smaller than C. This value, which 
acts a s  a limiting value, can be expressed by the series.  
A bubble with a constant internai pressure in this range will, if 
suddenly released in a nonviscous liquid at  r e  st, instantaneously attain 
the bubble-wall velocity given by Eq. (29), and then the bubble-wall 
Fig; 1. The theoretical wall velocity of a bubble in  water ,  collapsing 
under a constant p r e s s u r e  difference of 0.517 atmospheres .  
IUI 
C 
Fig. 2. The theoretical wall velocity of bubbles in  water ,  collapsing 
under var ious constant p res su re  differences. 
velocity will increase monotonically, approaching asymptotically the 
limiting value given by Eq, (35). Since this limiting velocity i s  l e s s  
than C. the relations derived below f o r  subsonic flow can be used to 
determine the detailed variation of velocity with radius. It may be 
noted that the f i r s t  term on the right-hand side of Eq. (35) agrees with 
the limiting velocity derived for an expanding bubble in an incompre ss i -  
ble liquid, 
2 For  a range of very high bubble pressures. c2/2 < H < C , 
the integrand of Eq, (30) has no singularity in the subsonic range. 
The bubble -wall velocity will jump initially to the subsoriic value given 
by Eq. (29d, and then increase monctonically to U = C. At this point,  
Eq.. (30) yields contradictory results, because it shows that rP reaches 
a maximum there, whether the velocity thereafter increases, decreases,  
or remains constant. However, R obviously cannot have a maxirnurn 
when d ~ / d t  = U = C,  If one puts U = C in the basic differential 
2 
relation, Eq. (201, the equation reduces to H = C / 2 ,  which dis- 
agrees with thc assumed values of H. Evidently the present theory 
i s  not applicable near U = 3.C. This result i s  not completely unex- 
pected, since i t  was found in Section IT that the proof of the accuracy 
of the present theory fol: small wavelengths breaks down near u = +c, . 
2 For  still higher bubble pressures, H > C , the bubble-wall 
velocity jumps initially to a supersonic value and then, according to 
Eq, (30), decreases monotonically to the value U = C, where the 
same mathematical difficulties then arise.  In spite of these difficul- 
ties, i t  i s  believed that the decrease from very high velocities to 
velocities near sonic, as given by Zq. (30), is accuxate. Only in the 
sonic region i s  the theory invalid, so that the actual behavior of a 
bubble expanding with near -sonic velocity i s  still not determined. 
B. Approximate Equations for Subsonic Velocities 
When the pressure inside the bubble i s  variable, or when vis- 
cosity and surface tension a r e  taken inta account, exact analytic 
solutions of the differential equation for  the bubble -wall velocity can- 
not be found. However, if ( u I  < C, approximate solutions can be 
obtained by neglecting certain powers of the ratio U/C compared to 
unity. Specifically, when Eq. (20) i s  multiplied by 
2 R' (1 - U/C + uL/3 c') dR and terms proportional to ( u / c ) ~  and 
(U'/c14 a re  neglected; the result can be integrated to  give 
where 
In wrilin.g Eq. (36), certain t e rms  containing d ~ / d ~  which a r e  needed 
to make the left-hand side integrable a r e  neglected on the right because 
3 they ca.n be shown to be proportional to (u/c) , with the help of Eq. (22). 
If Pi i s  a known function of R. C(R) and H(R) may be calculated 
with the help of Eqs. (231, (24) and (27). and then E q. (36) can be used 
to find U(R). The procedure i s  not completely straightforward, since 
both sides of Eq. (36) contain both R and U. However, the U-depen- 
dent t e rms  on the right a r e  small, and can be neglected to get a f i r s t  
approxin2ation for U(R), which then can be substituted into the small  
terms to  yield a second approximation, etc. , until an answer with the 
desired accuracy i s  obtained. Once U(R) i s  found, ~ ( t )  and U(t) can 
be calculated with the help of the relation t = f ~ R / u ( R ) .  
If +P. i s  known only a s  a function of time instead of radius, Eq, 1 
(36) is not useful, and recourse must be made to the basic differential 
Eq, . (1 9) containirig time -derivatives explicitly. 
Equation (36) i s  valid only when ( u / c ) ~  is negligible. It i s  
evident physically that such an upper bound placed on the velocity 
corresponds roughly to an upper bound on the magnitude of the 
pressure difference. P - pm. provided that certain exceptional 
cases, such a s  pressures  oscillating too rapidly to permit build-up 
of large velocities, a r e  excluded. Consideration of the lowest-order 
(C -independent) t e rms  in Eq. (36) reveals that W is usually of the 
2 
same order a s  U . Consequently, from Eqs. (22) and (24), 
2 2 (P - p );(P, + B) i s  of order U /C . It  i s  then convenient to write 
*, (P + B)/(pco + B) = 1 + (P - P,)/(P, + B )  in Eqs. (23) and (24). 
and expand them in power series: 
4 
where the neglected terms a re  usually of order (u/c) . Substitution 
2 
of these values into Eq. (36) yields, to terms in (u/c) , 
2 When the second-order terms,  proportional to (u/c) and 
(P - P,)/(p,, + B), a r e  dropped from Eq. (40), and the effects of 
viscosity and surface tension a re  neglected so  that P = F the r e -  4' 
sult agrees with that obtained by I3erring3' and Trilling using 
different methods, except that Herring inconsistently retained one 
2 2 
second-order term, - (RU cm) (dpi/dfi), which i s  evidently 
in e r r o r  by a factor of two. When both f i rs t  and second-order t e rms  
in Eq. (40) a r e  neglected, one obtains the well-known incompressible 
solution. 1 ,  2 
The effects of viscosity and surface tension may be exhibited ex- 
plicitly by substituting Eq, (27) into Eq. (40) to get 
2U do- 4u2djx 4pUdU 
R c dR R 
CO 
c R d R  ccoR dR 
CO 
In Eq. (41) t e rms  proportional to p / c k  have been dropped since 
similar t e rms  were neglected in the derivation of the basic equations, 
while t e rms  proportional. to tr/c> have been omitted for reasons of 
simplicity only. Equation (41) is not accurate, therefore, when the 
eifects of both compressibility and viscosity or  surface tension a r e  
large. When p and a a re  constant, Eq. (41) can, of course, ,be sim- 
plified by omission of their derivatives, 
2 Because of the factor R under the integral of Eq. (411, the 
2 3 
various t e rms  in the integrand a r e  proportional to R, R and R . 
Consequently, if the radius of a bubble varies by one or more orders  
of magqitude, the growth or collapse history of the bubble i s  deter - 
mined principally by the pressure,  viscosity and surface tension acting 
during the period when the bubble i s  at  i t s  largest size, provided that 
the order of magnitude of these three quantities does not change enough 
to overcome the radius effect. Moreover, the effect of initial condi- 
3 tions on the bubble-wall velocity is given by the t e rm K ~ / R  , and 
thus becomes unimportant a s  a bubble grows to several times i t  orig- 
inal radius, while the initial conditions a r e  important, of course, for  
collapsing bubbles. 
C. Criteria for the Neglect of Viscosity and Surface Tension 
____. 
Since the equations Zor a growing or collapsing bubble a r e  con- 
siderably sirnplified by a neglect of the effects of viscosity and surface 
tension, i t  i s  desirable to determine when this neglect is permissible, 
Except for higher -order viscosity-c ompre ssibility interaction t e rms  
neglected throughout this report, the viscosity and surface tension ac t  
only to modify the effective pressure a t  the bubble wall, a s  given by 
Eq, (27). Consequently, these effects a r e  negligible if 
throughout the motion. Moreover, a s  pointed out above, the bubble- 
wall motion i s  usually determined primarily by conditions existing 
during the pericrd when the bubble i s  a t  i t s  largest size. Hence, one 
can usually substitute the maximum value of R iri the inequality (42). 
and find that the viscous and surface-tension effects a r e  smaller than 
might otherwise be expected. To be on the safe side, however, one 
must substitute the maximum expected value of U in (42), instead of 
the value near Rmax. 
The effects of viscosity and surface tension on the collapse of 
a bubble under a constant pressure difference must be treated sepa- 
rately, because U-> - co a s  R-+ 0. To determine these effects, one 
may derive from Eqs. (24) and (27) the expansion 
where H. i s  the enthalpy at  P = Pi (i. e., neglecting viscosity and 
1 
surface tension), and higher order terms a r e  omitted. Substitution 
of Eq. (43)  in  Eq. (20) yields, when Hi. p and u a re  constant. 
This equation can be rearranged and integrated formally to give an 
expression similar to Eq. (30): 
Equation (45) i s  not very useful for determining the exact variation 
of velocity with radius, because R appears on both sides of the equa- 
tion. However, it can be used to estimate the effects of viscosity 
tznd surface tension, a s  long a s  these effects a r e  small. 
It i s  convenient to res t r ic t  the discussion to situations where the 
pressure difference causing collapse i s  not extremely high (e. g, , much 
les s than 20,000 atrn in water), so that lEIil < < c2,  and to divide the 
collapse period into low, medium and high-velocity intervals. The 
low-velocity interval will be defined a s  that during which u2 -d H . i 
During this interval the principal term in the denominator of Eq. (45) 
i s  2HiC, and the relative e r r o r  introduced in the integral of Eq. (45) 
by neglecting p and cr i s  approximately 
where the las t  t e rm in Eq. (46) comes from the numerator of Eq. (45). 
According to Eq- (34), the bubble radius decreases from Ro to 
1 /3 (2/5) R during this low-velocity interval. Replacement of R in 
0 
Eq. (45) by i t s  minimum value and ) U I  by its maxirnum gives an upper 
bound for the relative e r ror :  
where the second viscous t e rm has been dropped because i t  i s  negli- 
gible compared to  the first.  
The medium-velocity interval will be defined by 1 1 1 ~ 1  U'L c2. 
2 The denominator of Eq. (45) is larger in magnitude than 3CU , Hence 
4 ( 2 1 ~  0- 2 ~ 1 ~ 1  (r 
< -- + ---- + 2 2 ) ( I H J  L U  LC ) . 
3P00 
\jT u~ c ~ 3  ' 7
(48) 
Replacement of U in the above te rms  by i t s  maximum or  minimum 
value (depending upon whether i t  appears in the numerator or denomi- 
nator), R by i t s  minimum value ( 3 / 4 ) ( ~ ~ / 2 ~ ' )  R0 from Eq. (34), 
and neglect of s n ~ a l l e r  t e rms  yields 
2 Since lkIil << C , i t  i s  evident that the relative e r r o r  in the moderate- 
velocity interval i s  smaller in magnitude than that in the low-velocity 
interval. 
2 2 In the high-velocity interval, defined by U C , the relative 
e r ro r  introduced in the denominator of Eq. (45) inclucies a factor 
2 3 2 (c' t U )/(IUI + 3CU ) whichis less  than 1 / l ~ I  throughout this in- 
terval, and hence the total relative e r ro r  can be bounded by 
Since K --+ 0 in  this interval, this upper bound becomes infinite near 
the point of co!!apseu In fact, i t  can be shown that the influence of 
viscosity necessarily becomes large very near the point of collapse. 
In many practical situations, however, this region of viscous influ- 
ence corresponds to bubble radii too small t o  be observable. 
In view of Eqs. (47),  (49) and (50), the relative e r r o r  in the 
value of loge R / K ~  calculated for a given vzLue of U can be bounded 
by 
for all velocity ranges. This upper bound can also be written in 
t e rms  of the pressure difference, with the help of Eq, (33): 
Application of Eq, (5 2) to bubbles in water at ordinary tern- 
perature s shows that the e r r o r  introduced by neglecting viscosity 
and surface tension i s  l ess  than 1% for bubbles having R~ h 1 mm 
and p - P. .& 0,3 atm, up to the point where they have collapsed 
00 1 
- 3  to R = 2 x 10 rnm, The 170 figure re fe rs  to the relative e r r o r  in 
loge R / R ~ ;  this figure corresponds to a relative e r r o r  in R of l e s s  
than 1% when R / R ~  > 0.37 and greater than 1% when R / R ~  < 0.37. 
During the f i r s t  part  of the collapse, the surface-tension effects 
a re  much larger than the viscous effects, while during the later  par t  
of collapse viscous effects predominate. 
The value given by Eq. (52) represents an  upper bound on the 
effect of viscosity and surface tension; in many practical situations 
i t  is 2 to 10 times the actual effect. In border-line situations, it: 
m a y  be desirable'to get a more exact estimate. For  any specific 
numerical initial conditions, this estimate may be made quite readily 
with the help of Eq, (45). No general treatment will be included here, 
as such a treatment would be greatly complicated by the necessity of 
considering separately many different cases, depending upon the re la-  
tive magnitude of the parameters involved. 
Throughout this section, the variation of sonic velocity caused 
by viscosity and surface tension changing the pressure a t  the bubble 
wall has been neglected. This effect is alwzyo much smaller than 
the effects considered above, since the difference between C and Ci 
is of higher order than that between H and Hi, and, moreover, in 
the low-velocity interval the major terms in both numerator and 
denominator of Eq, (45) a r e  proportional to C, s o  that any variation 
cancels out, while in the high-velocity interval the major t e rms  a r e  
independent of C , 
IV. VELOCITY AND PRESSURE FIELDS THROUGHOUT THE LIQUID 
A. The Quasi-Acoustic Approximation 
In deriving relations for the velocity and pressure fields through- 
out the liquid, it i s  convenient to work f i r s t  with the simple quasi- 
acoustic equations, a s  this work then serves to guide the investigation 
of higher -order approximations. In addition, the quasi-acoustic appr ox- 
imation, which i s  accurate to t e rms  of the f i r s t  order in u/c, is 
adequate for many practical purposes. 
In the quasi-acoustic approximation, the radial velocity i s  found 
by combining Eqs. (1) and (6): 
With the help of the first-order approximation h = (p - P,)/~,, 
Eq, (7) can be written 
When Eqs. (53) and (54) are solved simultaneously for f and f ', the 
results a r e  
Evaluation of Eqs. (55) and (56) a t  the bubble wall, where r = R, 
u = U and p = P = P - 2 r / ~  a ~ P U / R  from Eq, (27), yields i 
RU' R(Pi - p,) 20- ~ P U  
f t ( t  - R/c,) = --z + - - - - .  
P, p :. a3 
If Pi, u and IJ a re  either constants or known functions of R 
or t, U(R) and t(R) may be found by the methods of Section 1x1. By 
evaluating Eqs. (57) and (58) for various values of R, numerical 
values of f and f '  can be found for  any desired range of the argument 
t - R/c,. (Eq. (58) i s  actually superfluous, since values af f '  
could be obtained by numerical differentiation of f ,  but use of Eq, 
(5 8) is generally more convenient, ) Once f and f a r e  determined 
numerically for  a wide enough range of the argument, values of u 
and p throughout the liquid may be obtained f r o m  Eqs. (53) and (54), 
The entire process may be readily carr ied  out numerically or graphi- 
cally, even though the results can not be expressed by explicit equa- 
tions. 
If an explicit analytic solution i s  required, a further approxi- 
mation must be made. Specifically, it  nay be assumed that the 
function f and i ts  derivatives change little with a change in their 
argument by (r - R)/c,, SO that the f i r s t  few terms in the Taylor 
expansion, 
provide an adequate approximation. With the use of this expansion, 
Eqs. (53) and (54) become 
In Eqs. (60) and (61) the argument (t - R/c,) has been omitted from 
f and i ts  derivatives, for simplicity. 
The second derivative f" may be found with the help of Eq, (5 8) 
for f ' .  It i s  convenient to rewrite this equation in terms of P instead 
The derivative of Eq. (62) with respect to t i s  
zf3 .. U(P - p,) RU dP 
(1 - U/c )f"(t - R/c,) = 7 + RUK + + - -  CO Pw Pa3 dR ' 
0 .  
since d ~ / d t  = U and dP/dt = 9 d ~ / d ~ ,  R may be evaluated from Eq. 
(19). The quasi*acoustic approximation is only accurate to the lowest 
order compressible terms,  so that the f i r s t  approximations to Eqs. (19) 
and (63) a r e  adequate, \Then these a r e  combined, one obtains 
Substitution of the values for  f ,  f '  and f" obtained above into Eqs. 
(60) and (61) yields, to the same approxitnation, 
The f i r s t  term in Eq. (65) and the f i r s t  three t e rms  in Eq, ( 6 6 )  
repre sent the well-known velocity and pressure fields in an incorn- 
pressible liquid. l '  The remaining te rms  give the lowest order 
correction for compressibility; they have apparently not been pre-  
viously derived, Because these equations include only the f i r s t  few 
terms in a Taylor expa.nsion about the point r = K, they a r e  accurate 
only in a region near the bubble wall, A consideration of the next 
terms in the expansions, not included here, shows that the relative 
e r ro r  in these equations for u and p is usually of the order of 
2  (u/c*) ( r / 1 1 ) ~ ,  so that when U / C ~  = 0.1, for example. 10% accu- 
racy i s  maintained out to a distance of about three times the bubble 
radius. At greater distances from the bubble wall, the relative 
e r r o r  in u and (p - pW) will be greater; however. the magnitude 
of u and (p - p,) may be so small a t  these distances that the ab- 
solute e r r o r  may still be negligible. 
The effects of viscosity and surface tension on the velocity 
and pressure fields may be exhibited explicitly by substituting Eq. 
(27) in Eqs. (65) and (66). The resulting expressions a r e  rather 
lengthy and will not be reproduced here. 
In the above discussion, two methods have been presented fo r  
determining the liquid velocity and pressure fields in t e rms  of the 
velocity and pressure a t  the bubble wall, when all velocities are 
considerably l ess  than the sonic  rel lo city. In some situations of 
interest,  however, velocities near the bubble wall approach or ex- 
ceed sonic velocity, so that these methods are not applicable. Evzn 
in these situations, velocities at  points sufficiently fa r  from the 
bubble will be small enough that the quasi-acoustic approximation 
i s  valid. In calculatians of the flow around the bubble by the "method 
of characteristics I '  or  similar numerical integration methods, con- 
siderable computational labor may be avoided by using the quasi- 
acoustic relations for  regions in which velocities are small. For  
this purpose, two theorems which follow immediately from Eqs. (55) 
and (56) will be stated: 
(a) In the quasi-ac oustic approximation, the quantity 
kmu - u2/2 - (p - p,)/p,] i s  propagated outward with a velocity 
c and an amplitude decreasing with the inverse square of the radius. 
a3 
(b) In the same approximation, the quantity u / 2  + (p - pco)/p m] [ 
i s  propagated outward with a velocity cm and an amplitude decreasing 
inversely with the radius. 
If u and p a r e  calculated, by the method of characteristics,  
for a point fa r  enough from the bubble wall to be out of the high veloc- 
ity region, the two quantities mentioned in (a) and (b) can be readily 
calculated for this point, and then extended ta  all other points farther 
from the bubble by means of the above theorems. Waving evaluated 
these two quantities throughout the region of interest, one may readily 
solve for  u and p throughout this region. 
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B. The Second-Order Approximation 
All of the methods described above for obtaining the liquid 
velocity and pressure fields a r e  based on the quasi-acoustic approxi- 
mation, and a r e  accurate only to first-order t e rms  in u/c,. They 
sugge st, however, a method by which second-order approximations 
may be obtained, provided that the Kirkwood* Bethe hypothesis i s  
sufficiently accurate. This hypothesis states that a quantity which 
will be denoted here by y: 
is constant along any path traced by a point moving outward with the 
variable velocity c f u. Such a path is known a s  an "outgoing 
characteristic ". If differentiation along an outgoing characteristic 
is denoted by d/drs where 
the Kirkwood-Bethe hypothesis gives 
In the quasi-acoustic approximation the quantity 
also remains constant along an outgoing characteristic (see Theorem 
(a)). For  a second-order approximation, the variation of z along 
the characteristic should be determined approximately. Differen- 
lve s tiation of Eq. (70) g' 
since dy/dr = 0, The derivative du/dr may be evaluated from the 
basic continuity and momentum equations. When Eq. (1 2) is multi- 
plied by c and added to Eq, (11), the result can be written 
which is equivalent to a well-known f orrnula for integration along a 
characteristic. Upon solving Eq. (67) for h, introducing this value 
into Eq. (72), and solving the resulting equation for du/dr, one ob- 
tains 
Substitution of this result for du/dr into Eq. (71) yields 
dz 3 2c,ru (cm - c + ~ J ) Y  
- =  I* 2 t (74) dr  c - U  c - u  
As  expected, the relative rate of variation of z with r is small,  
2 2 being of the order of u /c from Eq, (741, It i s  permissible, there-  
fore, to use the lowest-order approximations to the t e rms  on the right- 
hand side of Eq, (74). Since (c - c)/c c u2/cZ from Section 111, 
M> 
this approximation is 
L From Eq. (71) u e z/c r . With this substitution, Eq. (75) becomes 
CO 
2 
Although Eq. (76) i s  nonlinear, it can be made linear by taking 1 / z  a s  
a new dependent variable. The solution i s  then found by standard 
methods to be 
where K i s  an arbitrary constant. 1 
The exponential in Eq. (77.) can be expanded in a power se r ies  
to give 
F 
where KZ = K l  + 3/2. It is seen from Eqs. (67) and (70; that the 
2 2 3 
order of magnitude of y/cZ r is u 2 / c L  and of c z / ~  is c3 /u . 
00 
"& 6 00 It follows from Eq. (78) that KZ i s  of the order u / c  , and thus the 
approximation 
- 
where K3 = K2 , has a negligible relative e r r o r  (of order 
4 4 
u /c ). The velocity may then be obtained from Eqso (70) and (79) 
The pressure  may be expressed in t e rms  of the enthalpy difference 
by inverting the ser ies  of Eq, (39)- When the value of h from Eq. (67) 
is substituted in the inverted se r i e s ,  one obtains 
Along any particular outgoing character is t ic ,  the quantities y and Kj a r e  
constants which may be determined if the velocity and p res su re  a t  one point 
along the charac ter i s t ic  a r e  known. F o r  example, if U(R) and P(R) a t  the 
bubble wall a r e  determined, for  a given instant, by the methods of Section 
III, the value of y along the corresponding outgoing character is t ic  is found, 
with the help of Eqs. (39) and (67), to be 
The value of Kg i s  determined by putting u = U and r = R in Eq. (80). 
2 2 A f i r s t  approximation, K j  = c R u / ~  , i s  found by neglecting all but the 00 
lowest o rde r  t e rms .  This value for  K 3  may then be inser ted into the sma l l  
2 4  8 4 term,  K3 y / Z C ~ R  , and the resulting equation solved to obtain a value 
of Kj accurate  to second o rde r :  
Equations (80) and (81) with constants evaluated f rom Eqs.  (82) and 
(83), yield values of the velocity and p res su re  along any outgoing charac ter  - 
ist ic,  a s  a function of r .  The t ime co-ordinate corresponding to these 
values can be determined f rom the equation 
where t is the t ime a t  which the character is t ic  s ta r ted  a t  the bubble wall, R 
r = R.  In the quasi-acoustic approximation, the integral in Eq. (84) would 
be approximated by f dr/cm. In the second-order approximation, it is 
sufficient to use f ( I  - u/c )dr/ca and approximate u by the incompressi-  
2 2 CO ble value, UR /r  , so  that  Eq. (84) yields 
This  completes the se t  of equations necessary  for  determining the velocity 
and p res su re  fields in the liquid to second-order accuracy. 
The ef fec ts  of viscosity and surface-tension enter  only in the boundary 
condition, P = Pi - ZC/R - 4pu/R. so that Eq. (82) can be written 
The d i rec t  eifect of viscosity on the propagation of the p res su re  and ve-  
locity through the liquid is of o rde r  p(u/c;o)2. This effect has  been 
neglected throughou"chis paper because of i t s  sma l l  magnitude (in the 
usual situation) and because of the grea t  difficulties in i t s  analytic t r ea t -  
ment  . 
' I t  i s  remarkable that in the spherical flow of an incompressible 
liquid (c  
--;, a), viscosity not only has no effect on i h e  shape of the 
velocity Reid, which must ,  of course,  vary with l /r  , but i t  also has no 
effect on the p res su re  field corresponding to a given velocity field, even 
though energy is viscously dissipated throughout the liquid. (This energy 
i s  balanced by the additional work done a t  the boundary because of the 
difference between P and Pi. ) 
It may be noted that Eqs. (80), (81), (83),  (85) and (86) permit  
straightforward numerical calculation of the velocities and pressures  
a t  a network of points covering (r,  t) space a s  densely a s  desired, 
provided that the exact co-ordinates of the points a r e  not required to 
be specified in advance. If, however, velocities and pressures a r e  r e -  
quired a t  points specified initially, a process of successive approxima- 
tion must be used to determine the bubble-wall values (R, tR) at  which 
the characteristics passing through the given points originate. 
In certain circumstances, some of the outgoing characteristics 
may "catch up with" or  c ross  characteristics which originated ea r l i e r  
a t  the bubble wall, because of their varying propagation velocities. At 
points beyond the crossover, the equations derived above will yield two 
different values for both the velocity and the pressure. In reality, the 
crossover of two characteristics signals the appearance of a shock wave, 
and the above relations then become invalid, However, if the energy 
dissipation in the shock wave has a negligible effect on the liquid density 
(which i s  the case for shocks involving pressure jumps up to 50,000 
atmospheres in water), the actual velocities and pressures  will follow 
one branch of the calculated curves up to a certain point, then jump 
across  to the other branch by means of the shock. In most spherical 
flow problems of present interest, the region where the equations give 
double values is small, since this region stops growing a s  soon as it 
has moved f a r  enough away from the Subbile for the velocities and 
pressures to  diminish to  values small enough that the quasi-acoustic 
approximation is valid. It is usually sufficiently accurate to locate the 
shock wave in  the middle of the double -valued region. The derivation 
of a more accurate locating procedure will not be attempted in this 
report. 
C. Equations Without the Subsonic Approximation 
Since it appears that in certain situations the Kirkwood-Bethe 
hypothesis i s  accurate even when liquid velocities approach or exceed 
sonic velocity, it may be desirable to solve the equations for velocity 
and pressure without neglecting any powers of u/c, In this situation, 
the "exact" Eq, (73)  or  (74) must be solved, the former being the more 
convenient. For  this purpose c i s  f i r s t  expressed in t e rms  of h by 
means of Eqs. (22),  (23)  and (24): 
and then in t e rms  of u and y with the help of Eq. (67) .  When the r e  - 
suit i s  substituted in Eq, (73). one obtains the differential equation for  
integrating along a chara.cteristic: 
This equation i s  subject to the initial condition u = U a t  r =R. Along 
any particular characteristic,  y has the constant value 
No analytic solution of Eq. (88) is known, s o  it must be solved 
numerically for each initial condition and value of y. Once u(r) is 
found, h(r) can be evaluated from Eq. (67), and then p(r) from Eq. (24). 
The corresponding values of t a r e  found with the help of Eq. (&I), which 
can be written 
This entire procedure, though lengthy, m a y  still be shorter than solving 
the basic partial differential equations for the flow numerically, 
V. THE ACOUSTIC RADIATION 
In a nonviscous liquid, the total rate a t  which energy crosses  a 
spherical surface of radius r fixed in the liquid (where r varies with 
time, since dr/d,i: = u) i s  simply the rate a t  which work i s  done by the 
pressure: 
since no mass  crosses  the surface thus defined. In a viscous liquid, 
an additional term should appear in Eq. (9 1) to account for the energy 
transmitted by viscous stresses,  It has been shown in Section IV, how- 
ever, that viscosity Goes not directly affect the velocity and pressure  
fields in the radial Cow of an incompressible liquid, but only affects con- 
-- 
ditions a t  the boundary. It follows (or can be shown directly) that the 
energy transmitted in the incolnpre ssible liquid by viscous forces i s  
exactly balanced by the energy viscously dissipated, Hence, this portion 
of the energy can be dropped from consideration, and Eq. (91) written 
for the remaining energy. In this sense, Eq. (91) i s  valid when either 
the viscosity or  compressibility of the liquid i s  negligible, and i t  should 
be a reasonable approximation when both viscosity and compressibility 
a re  mode r ate1 y small, 
It i s  convenient to separate the energy flow given by Eq. (91) into 
two par ts  by writing 
If the fluid motion were periodic, a s  in the usual acoustic situation, and 
the energy flow were integrated over an integral number of periods, the 
contribution of the f ir  s t  term on the right-hand side of Eq. (92) would 
vanish, since i t  i s  proportional to the net displacement of the fluid. The 
remaining term may be called the "wave -energyw flow, so that 
d W  
wave 2 
dt E 4sr  (p - p,)u . 
In the quasi-acoustic approximation, substitution of values of u 
and p from Eqs. (53) and (54) into Eq ,  (93) yields 
dW 
wave 
f f '  
7.- - 
dt r (94) 
In Eq. (94) i t  i s  under stood that f and f a r e  functions of ( t  - r/c,). 
A long distance from the bubble, as  r co, all but one of the t e rms  in 
Eq. (94) become negligible. The remaining term gives what i s  usually 
defined a s  the acoustic radiation: 
It should be emphasized that the three quantities denoted above by 
"total energy1', "wave eneygy" and "acoustic energy" are,  in general, 
distinct, and becorne equal only when the conditions of periodic motion, 
small amplitude, and large distance from the source a r e  satisfied. 
If the velocity and pressure a t  the bubbie wall a r e  known, the 
acoustic radiation which will appear, after a suitable lapse of time, 
at points far  from the bubble can be calculated from E qs. (5 8) and (95): 
Equation (96) is based on the quasi-acoustic approximation. 
In the second-order approximation, values of u and p from Eqs. 
(80) and (81) may be substituted in Eq. (93) to get a very lengthy ex- 
pression for  the wave energy flow, which will not be reproduced here. 
At long distances from the bubble, this expression reduces to the acous- 
tic radiation: 
dW 
acoustic , 
- 
dt 
where Eq. (82) has been used to eliminate y. If desired, P may be 
expressed in  t e rms  of P y and cr with the help of Eq. (27). i' 
If it i s  desired to find the total acoustic energy radiated during a 
certain part  of the bubble motion, it must be realized that the duration, 
h t ,  of the acoustic pulse a t  r -> m i s  not quite equal to i ts  duration, 
Xt when it was at the bubble wall, since its velocity of propagation has PL' 
chznged. Dii2c~eni:iation of Eq. (85) with respect fa and use of the rela-  
tions dr/di = u, d.R/dtR = U, yields 
A long distance from the bubble r -+ oo and u -+ 0, so that Eq. (98) 
becomes simply 
Equation (97 )  can then be integrated in the form 
W 
acoustic = 
where t., is the time co-ordinate in which K and U a r e  usually ex- 
h 
pressed. 
Zn situations involving near -sonic or  supersonic velocities, neither 
the first nor second-order approximations areadcgtrate, and the differen- 
tial equations of Section XV C must be solved numerically to find the ve - 
locity and pressure fields from which the acoustic radiation may then be 
determined, 
If any attempt i s  made to use the expressions for  acoustic radiation 
together with the principle of conservation of energy to determine certain 
aspects of the bubble motion, i t  must be realized that only part  of the 
flow energy i s  radiated outward with sonic velocity a s  acoustic energy; 
the r e s t  i s  stored, for a longer or shorter period, in the neighborhood 
of the bubble, This phenomenon limits the usefulness of energy con- 
siderations. Although certain inequalitie s may still be derived by such 
methods, i t  appears si.mpler in most cases to use the basic equations 
for bubble -wall motion. 
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